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Workshop schedule

09.00-10.30
• Introduction: Systems biology, synthetic biology [drg]
• Conceptual modelling framework [drg]
• BioModel Engineering [drg]
• From cell biology to Petri nets (1) [rb]

10.30-11.00 Break

11.00-12.30
• From cell biology to Petri nets (2) [rb]
• Static Petri net analysis (qualitative) [mh]

12.30-14.00 Lunch

14.00-15.30
• Conceptual modelling framework & paradigms in detail [mh]: (QPN), SPN, CPN
• Model checking (1) [drg]: Analytical vs simulative model checking, model checking in the 3 worlds

15.30-16.00 Break

16.00-17.30
• Model checking (2) [drg]: Model checking for BME: parameter fitting, database searching, model comparison
• Open problems & challenges for PN community [all]
• What we have not covered [all]